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THIS IS OUR DECISIVE MOMENT
The Africa Development Forum 2000'" may come to stand as
the turning point in Africa's continental struggle against
HIV/AJDS. As nored by rhe Executive Director ofU AIDS,
Dr. Peter Piot, this was not 'another AIDS meeting.' It was
unique for the sense of urgency and determination. Echoing
the visionary commitmem that marked the founding of the
United atians, Secretary.General Kofi Annan, stressed: 'We
are here because we are determined to save succeeding
genenaions from the scourge of AIDS, which, in a fraction of
our lifetime, has brought unimaginable sorrow to Africa and
the world.' It was exceptional for its wide range of
participants, for the youth, people living with HIV/AIDS
(PLWHA), the private seCWT and civil society representatives
present, who contributed to the proceedings and to the final
outcome. Leaders represented themsekes humbly, as human
beings and as Africans. In her address to the Forum, Mrs.
Gracra Machel said: 'When it comes to HIV/AI DS, I am
simply an African mother.' As South Africa's first lady, she
challenged all who were present:

'This is a crncial time for us. When hutOTians write

abou' H/V/AIDS, when ,Iury writ< abou' ,h" period
in ril'Tlf:, the, u,jll ask, "Where u-eTe the kaders of

• The Afric;ln [k.,-elopmem Fonlm 2000 ....'015 organized by the Economic
Commission for Africa in pannership with the United N~UON family, inducling
the Joinr United Nations Programme on IIIV/AIDS (UNAIDS), United N~tlons

De-.-eloplnem Programme (UNDP), the World Rank, United N~tion.s Children's
Fund (UNICEF), World Health Org:tniUltion (WHO) and the International
Labour Organi:a!ion (lLO).
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Africa! And where was the rest of rhe wcrrld!" If we do
not U'(lnt to stand condemned at that rime, we must

act, we must work togetha and we must do it now.'

Throughout, there was a sense of controlled anger~

particularly from the youth and the people living with
HIV/AIDS· that so much time and so many lives had been
los,. On rhe opening day, Charlotte Mjele, a 22-year-old
South African woman living with HIV, threw down a
challenge to the conference:

'FeUow Africans, OUT distinguished leaden: and friends
of Africa around the wcrrld PTesent at this confeTence,
OUT continent did not have to be devastated like this lry
HIV/AIDS. We should not have allowed it to get to
this stage and we theTefore have the responsibilir, to

reverse the situation.'

Charlone is herself an inspiring example of personal
leadership. She gave a moving and powerful account of
coming to terms with her HIV~posirive status, first as an
individual: 'Death was not on my agenda. I was young, and
knew deep down that I still wanted to live.' Next, Charlotte
had to provide leadership to her family, enabling them to
come to terms with her HIV status; since then she has
become a role model and a leader of international stature.
The entire conference stood and applauded in solidarity with
Charlotte. The next day, the ECA Executive Secretary, K.Y.
Amoako, led participants in singing 'Happy Birthday' to her.

The conference united the personal and political in a unique
way. Even the most eminent leaders spoke of the personal,
individual challenges that HIV/ AIDS was presenting.
President Festus Mogae of Botswana humbly admitted, that
so far, 'we have failed'. OAU Secretary-General, Salim
Ahmed Salim, noted the commitments made by African
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leaders since the pandemic was first recognized. 'Regrettably,
many of these commitments have not been translated into
action.' He asked, 'where have we failed!' and went on:

'Is it the failure [0 lit/( up to our commitmentJ as
leaden! ATe there basic constraints that have been
difficult to O\IeTCOmt: with our capacity! Is it that the
malad, is so lX1eTWhelming and the effO'f1J deplo,ed so
faT an: not com:spondingl) adequate? What Jn01'e do
ttl( hall( to do! And which mistakes do we M\.'t to
correct! What kind of support should we expect {rom
the international commumtJ!'

K. Y. Amoako led the way in his keynote presentation:

'I was a boy when 111) country, Ghana, achieved
independew::e. I was mi.sed on optimism and the
certainr, that Africans were destined {or a good life.
Na.'eT. in rnJ wildest dreanu, did I imagine that

microscopic bugs could push my whole continent to the
edge of the abyss. You see these OTphanages, JOU see

these viUages of graves, JOU read these reports, JOU motet

with people aU Ot/er Africa whose lives and futures hatJe
been turned upside down. And you just Mve to stop
WhatetJeT you aTe doing and reasses5. And thLs is what I
hatJe come to believe: this is not our inevitable
future.'

This is a bank {or OUT continent's sunri\''(Jl Wt: carry

inside t:ach and~ one of us the potential to incrt:ase

the probkm or the potential to help soltie' the probkm.
This IS not a poliq i.s.sue:: [hu i.s OIme:We.s, our {amilie:.s,
OUT communitie.s, and OUT hopes. And this is our
decisive moment.'

The notes struck by Mr. Arnoako reverberated over the

following days - personal leadership, a world stood on its
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head, the imperative of acting now, and the reality that this is
not our inevitable furure, thar with the right leadership, the
necessary resources, and a true partnership of all, HIV/AIDS
can be overcome.

How Serious is the AIDS Pandemic in Africa?
Africa suffers from many health crises, including malaria, tuberculosis
0"5), and malnurrition. But today, HIV/AIDS is the bi~st killer.
During ADF 2000, UNAIDS releam:! its updated estimates for the
numbers of people inf«ted with HIV, and deaths from AIDS, for the

)'ear 2000.

Numbers of people living with HlV or AIDS during 20CXl
Worldwide 36.1 million
In Africa 25.7 million (71%)

Number of people newly infetted with HIV during ZOCXl
Workh.·jde 5.3 million
In Africa 3.88 million (72%)

Death toU from AIDS during 2000
Worldwide
In Africa

3.0 million
2.4 million (80%)

Tow AIDS deaths from IK-ginning of epidemic to end of 2000
Worldwide 21.8 million
In Africa 17.2 million (79%)

Children orphaned by AIDS
Worldwide
In Africa

13.0 million
12.3 million (95%)

AIDS has already killed more Africans than have died in all the wars of
the 20'" century. By 2005, it is estimated that about 5 million Africans
will die annually from AIDS.

Source. UNAIDS, 2000

,
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ADF 2000 COMMITMENTS
The formal outcome of ADF 2000 is the African Consensus
and Plan of A,tion, Lcad=h,p 10 <::Jvemnn. HIV/AIDS. What
does this really mean! What are the commitments made by
individuals, family and community, by all sectors of society,
by governments, and by international organizations! And
how are they to be rurned into reality?

ADF was a working meeting. It was preceded by a series of 23
preparatory consultations across Africa at the national level,
in which governments, UN organizations, the private sector
and civil society came together to set agendas and demands
for the Forum itself. Six specific groups continued to meet
during the Forum itself, and produced their own final
statements, which were appended to the African Consensus and

Plan of Action as an integral part.

ADF was unique in that there were key implications, and
specific recommendations, for weryone. There were five levels
of commitment: personal, community, national, regional and
international.

At the personal level

• Every individual must personally break the silence
around the norms and practices that fuel the
HIV/ AIDS pandemic. Each person should tegord
himself as affected by the HIV/AIDS pandemic (The

African Consensus, 1.1 and 1.3).

• Every person must confront the reality of denial,
stigma, and discrimination. The conference itself was
a testament to this. People living with HIV and AIDS
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were represented throughout and [Ook a leading role
in shaping eVl,:ry discussion, and in determining the
final Con<;ensus document (AC 1.4).

At the community level

• The srruggle against HIV/AIDS will be won
community by community, in every family, village,
township and senlement across Africa. Authority and
resources [0 overcome the pandemic must be
devolved to the local level (AC 2.1).

• People living whh HIV/AIDS stand at the cenrre of
any community efforts to overcome the pandemic.
Their rights must be respected in full and their
leadership potential recognized (AC 2.3).

• The conference underlined the importance of
empowering women in their homes, workplaces,
schools and communities, and providing them with
the cultural, legal and material means of protection
from sexual abuse. Gender concerns included
addressing the needs of men as well as women and
emphasizing the responsibilities of men towards
women and girls (AC 2.4 and 2.5).

• Africa's hope lies in its youth, who are leaders of
today and tomorrow. Young people were well
represented in ADF 2000 and vigorously asserted
their rights, expectations and opinions. The
coherence and effectiveness of the youth input was a
clarion call that no such conference should be held in
future without theit full participation (AC 2.10, Plan
of Action, 2.11).

• The many different stakeholders in communities each
have particular roles and responsibilities, which need
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to be stressed, to make them full allies in the struggle
against HIV/ AIDS. Stakeholders include· people
living with HIV/AIDS, spiritual leaders, traditional
healers, health care providers, women's groups,
teachers and educators, employers and trade unions,
elected representatives and traditional leaders, and
older people (AC 2.11).

At the natJona"eve'

• National leaders' prime responsibility is to create the
conditions for community mobilization. The
challenge is to scale up and replicate impressive
efforrs rhar already exist (AC 3.1 and 3.2).

• Leaders' personal example can transform the moral
and social climate in which HIV/AIDS can be
discussed openly, and denial and stigma can be
overcome (AC 3.3).

• National AIDS institutions need to be strengthened.
Effeecive multi-sectoraI leadership is required. Such
leadership encompasses action in the health and
education sectors, addressing youth out of school, the
social welfare sector, ministries of finance, the trade,
industry and mining sectors, the rural sector, the
military, commercial sex workers and women
compelled to engage in 'survival sex'. It also
encompasses action in African research institutes, the
media, and mobilization of artists and cultural
figures. Religious leaders and traditional leaders also
have important roles to play. These groups and
people living with HIV/AIDS must be involved in
national policymaking and implementation (AC 3.6,
3.7.3.8 and 3.11).

7
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• Adequate resourcing is essential, including the
mobilization of all necessary domestic resources.
Alongside this, governments need to improve their
capacity and accountability (AC 3.9, 5.2).

• Repeatedly, governments reiterated their
commitment to make the struggle ag<linst HIVjAIDS
their highest national priority. For Head~ of State,
both nationally and collectively, concrete
commitments are expected at the forthcoming Abuja
Special Summit of the Organization of African unity
(OAU) on HIVjAIDS and other infectious diseases
in April 2001 (PoA 1.2 and 2).

At the regional and International
levels

• ADF 2000 pro."iJed an extraordinary opportunity for
key stakeholders to put their questions to the
assembled Heads of State and Government. The
participation of youth, PLWHA and civil society was
outstanding, leading to the demand that all
stakeholders be represented at the OAU Special
Summit as participants (PoA 2.4).

• A continental strategy for the essential and
comprehensive care and treatment of people living
with HIV/AIDS was called for, including a
determined panlAfrican approach to the affordabiliry
of drugs. The International Partnership against AIDS
in Africa (IPAA) should be fully implemented (AC
4.3,4.4).
Peace is an essential prerequisite for effective
programmes against HIVjAIDS. It is essential that
African governments and regional and subregional
organizations take decisive steps to create and
maintain peace (AC 4.5).



•

•

•

ADF 2(X)() CommitmentS

Specific commitments were made for the African
position in and contribution (0 the OAU Special
Summit on HIV/AlDS and other communicable
diseases (0 be held in Ahuja in Apnl 1001. Specific
commitments were also made (0 the OAU Annual
Summit in Lusaka, the United Nations General
Assembly Special Session on HIV/ AIDS, and the
United ations General Assembly Special Session on
Childten (PoA 2.4-2.7).

AU stakeholders were of the opinion that the
international community should mobilize the
necessary resources to enable Africa to overcome the
pandemic. A wide range of possible sources of finance
was identified. Specifically, the Forum stressed that
wherever possible, assistance should be in the form of
grants, not loans. It stressed the priority of addressing
the problem of the cost and accessibility of drugs,
especially anti-retroviral and drugs to treat
opporrunistic infections. The United ations
Secrerary..{Jeneral was called upon to work in
partnership with others on a major fund raising
campaign, while international ci\·iI society was
challenged to mount a campaign comparable (0

Jubilee 2000. The latter was aimed at making essential
treatments available at reasonable cost to people
living with HIV/AIDS in Africa (AC 5.2·5.11; PoA
2.8-2.10).

A clear, specific call was the demand to abolish school
fees, to ensure that all children mcluding those
orphaned by AIDS have access (0 education. At a
press conference, UNICEF Executlve Secretary, Carol
Bellamy, announced the launch of a new campaign,

9
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aimed at making sure that every African schoolchild
can obtain a free education, as specified in the
Universal Declaration of Human Rights and the
Com'enrion on the Rights of rhe ChHd lAC 3,7(b)j,

Throughom the litany of grim statistics, the human
dimension of the pandemic was always uppermost. Mrs.
Gra~a Mache! said: 'We must remember continually that
each one of the statistics that we have heard has a name, has
a family, is someone's daughter, son, sister, brother.'

Stakeholder Contributions
The contributions of five specific srakeholder groups were an
integral part of the outcome of ADF 2000. These groups,
which convened before the Forum and continued their
consultations and debates during the meeting, each produced
strong statements, which were appended CO the African

Con.sensus and Plan ofAction:

l. Youth Statement to ADF. 'Horrified, angry,
disillusioned, and saddened,' the youth expressed
their deep frustrations at the failure of African and
international leadership to confront the HIV/AIDS
pandemic. The youth expres..e:ed a clear message and
call for action. Their contribution culminated in the
announcement of the formation of the Youth A&ainst
AIDS e<work (YAAN), 'Young people at the Forum
insist that governments, NGGs and international
agencies present here today, commit concrete
resources CO ensuring that our efforts on the
aforementioned issues can be continued,' the youth
concluded, outlining specific steps that they intended
to monitor.

10
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2. Declaration by Civil Society Organizations (CSOs)_ The
CSOs called for a partnership between governments,
international organizations and civil society. They
made strong and clear recommendations for
leadership actions by national leaders, voluntary
leaders, women, religious figures, business and trade
union leaders, intellectual and education sector
leaders, cultural and social leaders and the media,
military leaders and international leaders. Specific
actions were spelled out in terms of inclusion of
people living with HIV/AIDS, combating denial,
stigma and discrimination, empowerment of women,
resource mobilization, reduction of HIV
transmiSSion, treatment and care, vaccme
development, and strengthening of CSOs active in
these areas.

3. Statement b) the Gender Focus Group. The Gender
Focus Group, that included both women and men,
stressed the many reasons for the importance of
gender issues_ It underlined the need for radical
changes in gender relations, for empowering women,
and for increasing attention to reproductive and
sexual health. It concluded with a list of specific
recommendations such as inclusion ai- gender experts
and advocates in drawing up post-ADF plans of
aerion, and achieving gender balance in the
delegarions to fumre conferences on HIV/AIDS,
such as the OAU Special Summit in Abuja in 200I.

4. The ILO Pre-Forum Tripartite Contribution to ADF. The
fLO, employers, trade unionists and government
representatives contributed a precise and targetted list
of recommendations fot a legal and policy framework
for combating HIV/AIOS, for promoting knowledge
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and advocacy, for capacity building and for mobilizing
social partners in a common strategy. This adds up to
a comprehensive workplace. and a community,based
set of prog;ammes for addressing the many facets of
the pandemic.

5. Resolution of P,opk Li.nng with HIV/AIDS. The
PWLHA present at ADF 2tX>O demanded that they
should be at the forefront of the implementation of
the resolutions arising from the conference. They
called for mechanisms to transfer skills and best
practices from country to country, and for
monitoring, documentation and reporting
mechanisms across the continent. They promised to
mobilize groups representing PLWHA across Africa
to represent their views and interests at Abuja 200 1
and subsequent conferences.

12------------------



'A World Stood on its Head'

'A WORLD STOOD ON ITS HEAD'

HIV/AIDS has stood everything on its head. Dr. Peter Piot
said, 'AIDS forces us to do business in a torally different way.'
ADF 2000 was itself an example of this new style of 'doing
business. The agenda was often set by young people or people
living with HIV/AIDS; political leaders spoke with personal
intimacYi participants of all kinds broke with protocol by
breaking into song· from birthday greetings to Ms. Mjele, to
a political mobilization song sung by former President
Kaunda, to the final singing of the chorus, 'We shall

overcome AIDS.' Several traditional healers were active
participants in the Forum, and insisted that their skills and
experience be recognized and put to use alongside
conventional medicine.

The clarion call from the youth representatives, in particular,
was for AfriC<{ to confront all its injustices, its taboos, and its
powerlessness. 'The youth are angry about poverty, debt,
corruption and social injustice,' they said. This was more
than saying that change should come about: it was a cry that
change must occur. And no less a figure than Professor Jeffrey
Sachs commented, 'Anything is possible. Nothing should be
ruled out.'

Every day, one specific issue recurred. Africa needs grants
from international donors to fight AIDS, and cannot afford
more loans. The World Bank and some government
representatives explained that, under current rules, loans on
extremely concessionary terms are the best that is on offer.
Father Michael Kelly, from Zambia, won a round of applause

13
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when he said, 'AIDS h<ls stood Africa on its head. Now, the

World Bank <lml other international financial institutions

must stand on their he<lds so as to sec things in the proper
perspective. '

The tragedy of the HIV/AIDS pandemic is that it is

preventable. With resources and leadership it need not h<l"e
occurred, and c<ln be stopped. In one bre<lkout session, a
p<trticipant insisted, 'The issue is not, "What is to be done?"

because we know that. The question is, "Why is it not being

implemented?'"

The change that is needed is f<lr-reaching. One by one,

important recommendations were made that are essential to
overcoming HIV/AIDS: assuring women and girls full
personal dignity, opportunity and rights; mobilizing the

youth; overcoming stigma, denial and discrimination;

mobilizing resources for providing essential treatment;
stopping wars, providing schooling for all; creating

integrated, mainstteamed and scaled-up policy responses; ...

the list goes on. Are these unrealistic dreams? They need not
be. As underlined by K. Y. Amoako: 'Each and every one of

the leadership acts necessary to prevent HIV/AIDS and to

help those living with HlV/AIDS, without exception, are things

we want anyway for a better, more developed Africa.' And as

evidenced by the range of participants in the Forum and the
activities that many of them are already undertaking, there is
much already underway.

An Africa with sustainable and eqUitable development,

universal primary education, equality between the sexes,

peace and security, respect for human rights ... now that would

be a world turned upside down.
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Child,en O,phaned by AIDS

On the opening day, a group of Ethiopian children orphaned by AIDS
presented a skit in which death came to carry off the father, mother and
one sibling in the family. Fear, grief, loneliness were expressed graphically.

lllere are more than 12 million children orphaned by AIDS in Africa 
95% of the world's total. Cate for these children fall mainly upon
relatives. African traditions of kinship and hospitality are their main
safety net, but the sheer numbers are stretching the social fabric ro
breaking point, The long-term consequences for fmme generations of this
social catastrophe ate unknown. Participants underlined the great needs
facing these children.

The Forum also drew attention ro older people also 'orphaned' - 11l a
sense· by AIDS. Parents are burying their children; grandparenls are
burying their grandchildren. Eloquent pleas were made to Wllsidcr the
plight of older people, and to enlist them in the struggle ag:linsl the
pandemic.

15



PERSONAL LEADERSHIP
Ran:ly in a prominent international conference, have so
many leaders spoken frankly about deeply personal issues.
Mrs. Gra.;a Machelled the way:

'In the 2J" untury, in this em of HIV/AIDS. there
are some of our traditions that young txople must
nece.ssaril, challenge and change if they, and U'e. are to
SUM-.,.e. I will git!(' )OU three examples.

'One, As parents we don't talk dearl, and openl'J
about sex and sexuali[) with our children. No matter
how difficult and uncomfortable it is for u.s as adults,
we must show our love {err our children by learning to
break that barrier and empower them with the
infonnarion the, need to prorect themselves. And 'JOtmg
people must learn to talk to each other o~nl'J aOOlit
sexual issues, to negoriate and in doing so, to In.e.

T U'O. In parts of the continent the tradition of
inheritance of wi...es continues - a dangerous practice in
these rime..s, particulari, «:hen [hu lTadition is enfarced
in communities Ullth high HIV/AIDS pret.>a/.ence or in
cases where it i..s known that the husband has died of
AIDS.

'Three. Some of our communities continue to educate
young men with notions of manhood that include

encouraging them to view having multiple partnen as
natural and nOTTlUll At the same time, they are told
that it is their right, if not their dutJ, to carry on the
famil] name and the family line by NWing as mnny

children", possibk. In ,his era of HIV/AIDS,
different priorities mlLSt be daudoped and different
ttalues exemplified by our young men. Multiple partners
not onl, endanger the ,oung men themselves and [heir
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partneTS, it also endangen t~ lives o[ an, children the,

might Mt.'e. lrutead o[ carrymg on t~ [amil, name, we
are helping t~m to ckstTCry it. Not protecting ,ounel[
will kill ,our lineage.

'T'he5e are some o[ the areas in which our traditional

leaden could show true leadenhip. As custodians o[
many o[ our traditions, [hey could develop and spread
an undemanding of the principles that lie behind out

traditions, so that these principles might be
maintained, while t~ unhelpful practices are
eradicated.'

People Li\.ing with HIV I AIDS:
Denial, Stigma and Discrimination

Th~ ch.all~ng~of o...ercoming denial, stigma and discrimination
concerning HIV/AIDS and PLWHA was a recurring them~ throughour
ADF 2000. Some of the main points thai were stressed include;

I. The pandemic cannot be overcome withom the full and active
participation of PLWHA. Their participation can only be assured by
providing sufficienr care, treatment and protection of their rights SO

that Ihey have every reason 10 be public aboul their starns.
2. The invisibility of PLWHA drives Ihe epidemic underground,

crealing an emironmenl of denial and fear. People who are HlV
posirh"C' should be encoura~ to admit this fact courageously.
especially if th~ are in social or politicalleadenhip positions.

3_ PLWHA are citi:ens, human beings, members of their community
and emplo)'"Ces. Th~ir rights need to be respected. Cases such as Ihe
South African, Gugu D1amini, who ...."as murdered after speak10g 10
public abour'being HIV positive, are a shocking indication of how
fear anJ discrimination can be taken [Q extremes.

4_ 111e importance of being proactive; Organizations reprcscnting
PLWHA should go our and make things happen, rather than wailing
for olhers to take leadership decisions on their behalf. PLWHA art
electors: they can vote, and ensure that PLWHA are represented In

parliaments and in polic;,naking_
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Issues of personal leadership direcdy raised questions of
personal morality. Religious leaders have both strong views
and immense influence. The delegate from the Holy See
quiedy explained how he represents more than 100 million
faithful across the continent, and how the only truly effective
protection against HIV infection is abstinence or fidelity to
an HIV negative partnet. Condoms, he said, could only be
considered a third-best option for protection. Moslem
leaders, too, emphasized the importance of maintaining
personal morality in matters of sex. 'Sin', said one, is a means
of describing risky behaviour.

But others were unhappy with this emphasis. 'Sin', they
replied, carries a weight of moral condemnation. Moralizing
about HIV, labeling those who are living with HIV or AIDS
as 'sinners' or 'fallen', is not helpful - it merely reinforces
stigmatization and discrimination. Far bener, they argued, to

accept human nature as it is and be open about the realities
of sexuality. Only with such openness can we expect to
remove stigma and fear and confront the epidemic.

This debate was not resolved, but the discussion was
conducted with mutual sympathy and understanding.

A second area central to personal leadership is gender
relations. Throughout, the Forum was marked by a strong
representation of women. Speaker after speaker focussed on
gender roles and the power relations in sexual relationships.
HIV/ AIDS disproportionately afflicts women, for reasons of
biology, cultural values and norms, and the fact that the
major burdens of care and nurturing for PLWHA fall on
women. Meanwhile, it became evident that women's rights to
legal protection, resources and opportunities are far from
adequate. Even when specified in law, policies are often not

18
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Persorlill Leadership

implemented. Of the many issues highlighted in the
discussions, and eloquently summarized in the statement of
the Gender Focus Group, three are identified below:

1. Both women and men spoke forcefully about the
shockingly high prevalence of sexual violence, ranging
ITom rape as a weapon of war to the defilement of
young girls-by older men, misrakenly believing that
sex with a young virgin would 'cleanse' them of HIV.
The need for strict punishment of rape, for woman·
and child-friendly courts, and for stronger legal
protection for women and girls were all stressed.

2. Promoting women into leadership positions was
called for. President Yoweri Museveni of Uganda
spoke of the symbolism of this when he appointed a
woman Vice-President. Although the number of
women in his cabinet was small and their power
limited, he imaged a traditional Ugandan father
looking at the country's number two, a woman, and
asking himself, 'perhaps my daughter can achieve
something like that?'· and then deciding to keep her
in school.

3. The concerns of men were addressed. While women
remain relatively powerless in negotiating sex, risky
sexual behaviour will remain very common. Several
speakers referred to the importance of changing
men's attirudes and practices. To illustrate the
inclusivity of the concept of 'gender', the Gender
Focus Group selected a man to present Its final
statement.

Finally, there was a call for leadership by example. What
example is being set by Africa's leaders for their citizens and
young people! What credibility do they have when they call
--------------------"
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for behavioural change? How many individuals in leadership
positions are themselves HIV positive but are keeping this
fact secret? How can Africa call for billions of dollars in
international aid if the past record on corruption and misuse
of funds is not remedied? CSOs, the youth and others

fearlessly raised these issues.

20-------------------
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'MOBIUZAnON AS IF FOR WAR'
From the first day to the last, national political leadets and
heads of U agencies compared the struggle against
HIV/AIDS to a war, assuring the Forum that their countries
and their organizations would be put on a war footing, Dr.
Salim Ahmed Salim, Secrerary.Qeneral of the OAU, opened
the Forum by saying:

'TIu!Te ua dire need to reorient lite concept of national

securiry to transcend the int.'asion of borden and threats

to got.<emments... , Our societies, in their entire!), Mt.'l:

to enra inro a combe-I[ mode: for liberating themselt.,es

from the pandemic.'

Presidem Negasso Gidada of Ethiopia responded to the
challenge. He said, 'HIV/AIDS is a national disaster that
needs an even greater level of national mobilization than that
devoted to armed conflict.' He went on to promise that,
having just concluded a war with Eritrea, Ethiopia would
now mobilize itself for a war against AIDS. The Forum also
applauded, UNDP Administrator, Mark Malloch Brown,
when he similarly vowed to put his agency on a war footing
to combat HIV/AIDS. The theme was repeated by almost
every national leader who took the podium, along with many
from the international organizations.

Bur not all saw mobilization in these terms. Mrs. Mary
Chinery Hesse, recently retired from the post of Deputy
Director.Qeneral of the ILO, pointed OUt that HIV is a very
differenr adversary from a conventional enemy; that the kinds
of leadership and command that are demanded in this 'war'
are very different. It demands partnership, empowerment of
women, tr.lnsparency, and a sympathetic understanding of
the problems of yourh, she said.

-------------,
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The point was echoed by Mrs. Gralj:a Machel, herself a
renowned liberation fighter:

'MJ experiences during OUT armed conflicts and in the

.muggles to recO'.'C1' and rebuild Mozambique M\.'E:

gi\.'E:n me a very cleaT undentanding of the strength that

lies in OUT African communities. Ir is ts5tnrial that \L'E:

mobilize that strength and recognize that we must use

all of OUT human '/'t.SOUTCes. It is still the case that u.re

don't gitle enough fn"ominence to the potential and the
contribution of women and Joung people.'

Throughout, women and civil society stressed their demand

for social mobilization: many were clearly uneasy with the war
metaphor. For some, the unease found tangible expression in

the Heads of State Forum, when the youth representative,

demanded of the assembled Presidents, 'How can you
continue to fight wars when confronted with the disaster of

HIV/AIOSr President Yoweri Museveni replied, 'I think the

youth need some ideological orientation.' He argued that
some wars are justified, and others are not, 'Don't listen to

uninformed preachers who tell you to sleep when you should

be awake.' President Paul Kagame of Rwanda stressed the

imperative of fighting against those responsible for genocide
in his counay. Prime Minister Meles Zenawi of Ethiopia

stTessed that his country was an unwilling belligerent in its

recent war against Eritrea, and went on to ask, 'AIDS or no

AIDS, would it not be tight to fight apartheid?' Only

President Festus Mogae of Botswana turned the question

around and emphasized the importance of sparing no effort

in the search for peace in Africa.
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'Mobilization as if for War'

In the final session, Dr. Mustapha Gueye, speaking for CSOs,
laid down a test for Africa's leaders:

'If )'ou are senOI-LS about treating the campaign against
HIVjAIDS as comparable to war, we shall monitor
),our expenditures on arms, and if the spending on

HIV/AIDS increases and on the military decreases so

that more is spent on HIVjAIDS than on the military,
then we will know that )'ou are serious.'

AIDS in the Military

AIDS in the military has for too long been a taboo subject: rarely
acknowledged, often denied. A breakout session on this subject was the
first opporrunity for many fO educate themselves about the extent of this
problem. In some armed forces, HIV-positive rates of up to 70% are
teported. And because Africa's atmies are so influential, so mobile and so
large, rhis has far-reaching implications.
1. High rates of HIV among soldiers represent a crisis in itself. It is also

a clear and immediate danger to governments, whose stability can be
threatened by a crisis in the amlY.

2. Many armies have yet to develop policies for responding to soldiers
who are living with IIIV. They have responsibility to respect the
rights of these soldiers and to provide them with care and rreatluent.

3. HIV/AIDS in the military must be addressed in randem with the
problem in surrounding civilian communities.

4. Vigorous measures are needed to orient the uniformed services
(including nor JUSt arnlies bm police and prison officers also) [0

responsible codes of social behavior. Reliably enforced penalties
should be in place for when men in uniform fail to respect these
codes.

5. Sexual violence is a common feature in many conflicts. It is one of
the important modes of transmission of HIV. In Rwanda, the
deliberate infection of women with 1-1 IV was one of the tactics of the
genocidaires.

6. In order to rackle the IIIV/AIDS pandemic, Africa needs peace.
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'A SOCIAL IMMUNE SYSTEM'
Mobilization as for war served as a meraphor for national
leaders and those in charge of major organizations. For those
most actively engaged in bringing about the necessary social
and individual change, another metaphor served: 'creating a
social immune system.' What would a 'social immune
system" against HIVjAIDS consist or. The Forum gave some
clear indications of the components of the prevention
agenda. Perhaps the strongest came from the PLWHA and
other CSOs.

This idea was introduced by Dr. Peter Piot of UNAIDS,
reflecting on his World AIDS Day visit to Uganda:

'While in Uganda, I met with women who are
p-reparing their children to be orphans. Organising
euerything from memory books co sustainable
arrangements fo; miCTO<Tedit. These women are trul)'

leaders. The-y haue faced up to AfDS realistically and
truthfUlly. it is tfury who haue had to teU their children
that their fathers died of AlDS and that their mother is
infected with HIV, too. But tfury have also kept hope
alive in planning a safer fUture for their children to title
in dignity.

'There is no escaping the reality that AIDS can only be

curbed through a sustained social mobilization that

systematically reduces vulnerability, so that individuals

and groups are effectively able to reduce their HIV

risk... Reducingvulnerabitiry to AIDS and its impact is

about creating a social vaccine, or better still, a social

immune system that continuall)' learns, builds and
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'A Soci4lllmmunr SYSlrm'

rebuilds itst.l{ in proruting against t~ impact of AIDS.

HIV doe. CD socie" wha, i' doe. CD ,he body. AIDS

strips t~ human bod, of its capacir, to prottet itst.lf at

t~ same time as it strips a societJ of its protections .

t~ ttachen, c~ engin.een, t~ farmen, the leaders and

t~ gentTations of :youth who were to have grown into

these TOles.'

A cornerstone of the Forum was the principle that people
living with HIV/AIDS are themselves the greatest asset for
any such 'social immune system'. Charlotte Mjele, said:

'If:you treat ,aumlf as a shameful HIV victim, others

wiU be happ:y to treat ,ou: that wa, as weLL But if lOU

treat )oundf as a pmitit./C role model, the,'U accept

:you and respect :you. I let people see and know that I'm

not an HIV statistic, but a d:ynamic :young woman full

of Ufe, and wi,h digni" who happens '0 have HIV
infection. '

Repeatedly, the initiatives of PLWHA were identified as
being fundamental to any successes in raising awareness,
changing behaviour and instituting new policies. The Forum
heard from Burundi, South Africa, and many other member
States. The persistent efforts of some Ugandan soldiers living
with HlV and their 'Post·Test Club' were instrumental in
forcing the Ugandan army to change its policies.

But more is needed. 'If we are 20 or 30 per cent of the adult
population,' asked one PLWHA, 'why do we not have
members of parliament (MPs) to represent us?' Clearly,
PLWHA are preparing to flex their electoral muscles. If the
corridors of power are not opened to them, they made it clear
that they will force their way in.
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Access to care and treatment is the number one agenda item
for PLWHA. This is crucial not just because it is a basic
human right, but because we cannot encourage people to
break the silence without offering treatment and care in
return. Care and treatment provision is part and parcel of the
prevention agenda.

Education and communication are key weapons. Following
on from the theme of ADF 1999. the uses of information
and communication technology (len were stressed. lCf has
the capacity to help to break down the walls of ignorance and
censorship, and provide the necessary information to all
those who need it.

The media is an essential ally too. True to their vocation,
journalists present at the Forum tended to listen rather than
speak. Bur their role was stressed. Mr. Omololu Falobi, a
member ofJournalists Against AIDS/Nigeria, said:

7"he journalists' task is not only to report . nrcn though

that is a hanl enough \t'OTk to do. Fmnkly, I thmk \t'e

have passed that sro.ge. We ha\.\~ merely reported in t~

past deau:!es and see what it has got u.s.'

Three main items were underlined for the media. One is
agenda setting: taking a lead in determining the content and
tone of public discussion. Two is stakeholders' participation:
ensuring mat all voices are heard. And third is whistle
blowing: the duty of telling the story how it is. As secrecy and
ignorance are the allies of the virus, reporting the truth is a
weapon to fight the pandemic. Other elements in the 'social
vaccine' follow in the succeeding sections...
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Business, labour and "Misplaced Persons'

lLO, trade unions and ~mployerswere: fully re:pre:senred at thC' Forum and
discu5.SC'd otC'ruIlvdy thC'ir rC'spC'Cti\"C' obligatiorul and rights. The')' agreW.
that the:re: is a nm for an intC'rnational cod~ of good praeti~ to be:
devC'loped and utilized to safe-guard and guaranru the tights of worken
with HIY/AIOS, and to spt:Cify thC' tC'sponsibilitiC's of e-mplo)'e-r5, Tht')'
discusRd prevention and control initiarives at the level of enterpriRs,
workers' training in lilY/AIDS, and the roles that businesRs can play in
advocacy, supporting community-based education, and supporting the:
depC'ndC'nts of e-mplo.,.~e-s living wllh HIV/AIOS,

Another focus of discussion ....'as migrants, rdugees and mobile
populations (truck drivC'n. traders); some of thC' ffi05t at-risk propl~. but
som~ of IhOrlC' hardest to rC'ach. AnorhC'r group included was comme-rdal
sex workC'u; pC'rhaps the- highe-SHlsk C:UC'gOry of all, but the: 11l00t
stigmatizC'd and C'Xc1uded. Th~ Forum failed 10 find an e:ffecti\'C' age:nda
for focussmg on thC'Se prople-, who fall be:t\\·C'C'n thC' r~sponsibllities of
differe-nt national gO\'emme:nts, and the mandates of diffe:rent
inrernational organiutiom. How to re-ach these 'misplaced pC'rsom' is an
unanswered que-stion.

----------------------- "-,
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TRUE PARTNERSHIP'
Dr. Mamphela Ramphele, World Bank Managing Director,
called for a "rnL partnroh,p' to comba, HIV/AIDS. CSOS
picked up this theme in their final statement, summarized by
Dr. Musr:apha Guere:

'We are encouraged that African national and
continental leaden, and international donors and
partners are recogniring the scale of the challenge posed
/ry HIV/AIDS. W, "'l:' ,hem '0 do more, to mot<h
the efforts of African citirelU and civil socier,
organiratiolU. We urge them to enter into a true
partnership with African civil socier,: it is through
such a partnership that we will succeed. '

ADF 2000 provided a unique and important glimpse of
where Africa stands today in terms of the mobilization of key
constiruencies. The militancy and detennination of key
stakeholders were evident throughom the Forum and sent an
unmistakable message to both African political leaders and
the international community.

Prime Minister Meles Zenawi of Ethiopia indicated what
such a true partnership might imply. He called for a 'Jubilee
2()(X).style campaign'~omparable to that mounted to write
off Third World debt-to pressure pharmaceutical companies
to provide drugs at cost price, or close to it, for Africa.

The case for a radically new approach to international
resourcing for HIV/AIDS was pUt most eloquently by former
Zambian President, Kenneth Kaunda. Speaking of PLWHA,
he said, 'To the shame of the entire world, they are too poor
to buy life-susraining treatment.' The moral issue is cenrral
and inescapable, he stressed.
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"Trut Partntn;hip'

'Something is terribl, U'fOng here. The u'O'l'ld is denying

life to people :so that debts can be Tepaid, financial
institutions retain theiT credit u,!OTthine:s:s and banks
theiT profitability. Which come fint, people's litJe:s OT

debt Tepayments? "The most basic hllman right is the

right to life. 11te OCheT side of that coin i:s Te5ponsibility,
the Tesponsibility of the entiTe tL'OTld communit) to
emUTe thm «ery man, u.'oman and child enjO')s the
right to :stay alit.<e. Current debt repa,ment schedules
make a mockery of that re..sporuibility.'

True to the central ADF 2000 theme of leadership, there was
no sense of fatalism. Participants repeatedly stressed that it is
not necessary to wait for the international community to
'save' Africa: the continent must rake the leadership actions
necessary irrespective of what the rich world provides. Only
when there are effecti\'e programmes, without corruption,
can Africa truly expen that as~istancewill come.

So serious is the HIV/AIDS pandemic, said Dr. Kaunda, that
U ECA should consider becoming the Economic and AIDS
Commission for Africa. The former Zambian President
volunteered himself as a candidate for a post in this new,
expanded Commission· and suggested that one or two other
retired or retiring Heads of State mig:ht also like to compete
for these positions.

The discussions of ADF 2000 were overwhelmingly focussed
on Africa and, to a les..--er extent, its relations with
international donors. But several key speakers, including UN
Secretary-Genernl, Kon Annan, and UNAlDS Direccor, Dr.
Peter Piot, emphasized that HIV/AIDS is a global problem
that requires a global solution. While Africa has the largest
number of HIV infections and AIDS cases, the fastest increase
in prevalence is currently in Eastern Europe, the former
Soviet Union, and several countries in Asia. These eminent
speakers stressed the importance of Africa joining a global
movement to contain HIV/AIDS.
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A Tunisian delegate emphasized that African nations
including his own· are ready and willing to assist others with
expertise and personnel. A similar point was made by
representatives of the African diaspora communities, who
repeatedly stressed their readiness to assist their home
continent with their skills, their advocacy, and whatever
resources could be raised. The African diaspora is evidently a
major untapped resource for African governments, civil
society and communities . an important player in the
partnership.

A constant undercurrent in the Forum was Africa's poverty,
and its dependence on wealthy donors. Is the architecture of
international finance so immovable that loans cannot be
converted to grants, that anti·retroviral drugs cannot be
provided cheaply, that debt cannot be written off quickly?
Africa's experience in recent years in these areas is daunting.
But Harvard University Professor, Jeffrey Sachs, insisted that
the world possesses the necessary resources, and the rules for
providing assistance for HIV/AIDS can be changed. He laid
down some immediate challenges for governments and
intf'mational organizations:

I. The Q.8 club of leading developed nations should
prepare a report on how care, treatment for
HIV/AIDS and assistance to cover the impact of the
pandemiC can be financed.

2. The World Bank and IMF should present a report on
how loans can be converted to grants.

3. UNAlDS should prepare a report on AIDS statistics
and the global COSt of treatment, care and remedial
assistance.

4. African governments should present a progress report
on the implementation of the Action Plan to be
conrnined in the final document of the April 200 I
special OAU Summit to be held in Abuja.
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'True Parmership'

Without giving a precise plan of action, Prof. Sachs made it
crystal clear that political will and inventiveness were the' key.
As was frequently the case, it was Mrs. Gra1;a Machel who
encapsulated this sentiment and direction.

'The truth of the matter is that over the past decades
we have heard man)' promises from the international
community ro provide billions of dollars to msist the

development efforts of Africa. Onl)' roo often the.o;e
promises have not been kept, or the assistance has been
given in wa),s that undennine rather than support us.

'We must organise, organise, organise. We must
mobilize, mobilize, mobilize. We must educate. We
don't need ro wait for the billions that have been
promised by the donors. If we begin to do this ourselves
the billions will come.'

On the final day, OAU Secretary-General, Salim Ahmed
Salim, echoed these words: 'Mobilize! Mobilize! Mobilize!'
Overall, the agenda of social mobilization was stressed during
the Forum and was well reflected in the Consensus and Plan
of Action. The fact that the statements of PLWHA, CSOs,
the gender focus group and the youth were attached as
integral parts of the final document also represented an
important step forward.

The International Partnership against AIDS in Africa was
given significant attention by ADF 2000. Not only did the
UN Secrerary-General emphasize in some detail the
importance of the lPAA in his presentation, but immediately
on the conclusion of the Forum, an entire day was devoted to
discussion of how the Partnership should be implemented in
the coming year. The IPAA is emerging as an Africa-owned
and Africa-eentred international initiative that can
encompass and augment existing initiatives, building upon
best practices and knitting together diverse experiences and
capacities.
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YOUNG PEOPLE ARE THE KEY"
United ations Secretary-General, Kofi Annan, began by
quoting a 13-year-old girl, Alexandrn, who told him,

• "My country is dying. It is 14P to us )'olj;!h to make
surf it somehow stays alwe, because the adu.lts are not
doing that for u.s. We children should not hat)( to do
that, but since we do, we'd better prepare aunelves...."
Which country Alexandra comes from hanlL'J matten:,

becauu: rhere are milliol'U mare ,oung people like ha
aU across this contimnE. What tnatrrn lJ that .s~ is
right: rhr, should not ha\.'e to do that.'

Mr. Annan reflected that all the gains of the last ten years,
since the September 1990 World Summit for Children, in
terms of life expectancy and life aspirations for young people,
were now being reversed. Others repeated the grim realities.
MQ[her-to-child transmission of HIV . most of it preventable.
was bringing infant mortality rates up to levels not seen for
decades. AIDS is causing massive crises in schools. Young
people, especially young women, are the category most at risk
from contracting HIV. According to statisticians, young
people in Botswana tOday are more likely than not to die of
AIDS. We face the prospect of a generation of young
Africans decimated by HIV/AIDS. H.E. Mt. Justin
Malaweti, Vice President of Malawi, said:

lOur hope lies with the uninfecred youth leu than 15
,ears of age. Keeping ),oung people HIV negative is
probabl, the greate:lC challenge lO us African leaders.'

But young people are also the key to overcoming the
pandemic. In the keynote address for CSOs, Mrs. Mary
Chinery Hesse said:
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'Young People are the Key'

'A moral challenge is to address our continent's louth.
It is ,oung people who are ovewhelmingl, at risk [rom
HIV/AIDS. Man:y )'oung people are by nature risk
taken: they want to experiment, to explore their

sexuality, and they ma:y be obli\!ious to the
consequences. Experience shows that the people who

will influence the :youth, to change their beha\!ior are

the :youth themselves.'

Mrs. Hesse gave the example of youth who risk their lives by
driving in a fast and dangerous manner. If Africa's young
people do not see a confident, secure future for themselves
and their continent, then why should they protect themselves
against another risk, that of HIV/AIDS? Hence the struggle
against the pandemic is one and the same struggle, for a
better fumre all round. Mrs. Ora<;a Machel spoke directly to
the point:

'Young people are the key. They are the group that are
being infected at the greatest rates. They are the klry to

prevention and often shoulder the greatest burden of
care. They are the group that inherits this catastrophe.
Yet we continue to marginalise them, not recognising
their strengths and not building on their potential.'

ADF 2000 was a landmark in that it did not marginalize the
youth. Throughout the Forum, they were physically presenr
and their voices were heard. The youth carne prepared and
militant. They were not reading from a script. They were not
congratulating themselves on past performance. Mrs. Ora~a

Machel acknowledged this:

'I want to SW1 to all the :youth delegates arul :young

people attending this conference - thank )'014.. Thank
:you for showing us :your strength. Showing us )'our
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concern, )'our u.'isdom and )'our commitment. Your
actiu~ and inspiring participation in chIS confeTence has
ilhutrared how U:f: throw au.'aJ so milch of our strength

as communities u:htn u.~ don't include JOli in Ollr
deliberariolU, planning and implementing of polie,.'

Throughout, it was often rhe yourh who <lsked the most direct,

pointed, and sometimes embarrassing questions. They c<lllsed some

discomfort. That was as it should be. A coming challenge is for

future meetings on HIV/AI OS, and flltllre mechanisms for

policymaking, to include youth representation of comparable

strength and vigour.

ADF 2000 also saw me formation of the Youth Against AIDS
Network (YMN) bringing together the youth

representatives present at the Forum. YAAN set itself

ambitious goals for rnpid set-up and activism and appealed to

donor for funds. It has the following objectives:

Sharing experiences of activism;

1. Exchanging information about participatory youth
policy and research processes;

2. Encouraging and supporting youth networks of
PLWHA; and

3. Forming alliances with young people in African

countries, in other countries of the South and with

youth in the North, to challenge debt, loans and the

global trade issues that negatively imp<lct on poverty.
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HIV/ AIDS and Schools

The HIV/AIOS pandemic is having a dis;lstrous effect on schools and
education. The Forulll heard how in many countries, teachers are dying at
a faster faTe than their replacements can be rrained. Many children 
especially girls - are taken out of school, either because their families
canom afford school fees or the cost of uniforms and books, or because
their labour is needed at home to care for sick parents or relatives, or to

earn money because the household's breadwinner is sick or has died.

Panicipants explained rhe vicious cyde this was setting in train.
Uneducated girls are likely to be poorer and more vulnerable, less skilled
at negotiating safer sex, and ate more likely to be the victim in an abusive
relationship or to be forced into 'survival sex',

[0 response to this, UNICEF Executive Secretllry, Cllrol Bellllmy, called
on all countries 10 abolish school fees and other pa)l1\emS for state
schools, and for governments and donors to take the necessary steps to

ensure that all children can enjoy their fundamemal right to a free
education.

Schools' roles in combating the pandemic .....ere discussed. HIV/AIDS
education should be on the curriculum. WitR some dissenting voices, the
general consensus was that it was betrer ro educare children abour sex
rather than neating this as an 'immoral' subject. (President Yoweri
Museveni reported how improved sex education had not only led to

reduced HIV transmission, bur also had raised the age of girls' first sexual
encoumer and decreased the number of teen pregnancies.) In addition,
participants proposed that schools should be role models for gender
equaliry, and tolerant, open societks.
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WE WILL WIN'
The HIV/AIDS pandemic in Africa has been recognized for
almost fifteen years. Horrendous predicrions were made at
the start of the 1990s about the possible spread and impact of
the pandemic. These predictions have now, unforrunately,
been met and e\'en exceeded. Much time has been lost. Bur,
as evidenced by ADF 2000, Africa is in a hurry [0 face the
difficult realities and is determined to succeed. A new version
of the AIDS acronym was proposed: 'Africa Is Destined to

SUnJi!Jt.' Bur it was former President Kenneth Kaunda who
provided the most enduring slogan of this resolve:

'In this age of information technolog" we an,: lued to

seeing the three letten W W W. Madame Chairperson,
Ladies and Gentlemen, I.e[ W W W be our driVing
IOTce, our inspiration in this war with AIDS-

W W W-We Will Win!'

Many important examples of successful programmes and
policies were presented during the Forum. Uganda has
initiated some of the most successful programmes. Presidpnt
Yoweri Museveni recounted the story of the early recognition
and combating of HIV/AlDS in his country. Putting aside
his script, the Ugandan President demonstrated how he was
able to encourage his countrymen and women to address
issues such as sexuality. He gencly mocked the slogan,
broadcast after the 1V news in the early years of the
epidemic, 'love carefully', 'Who saw this?' He asked, and
answered. 'Not many.' Few Ugandans have televisions. Most
do not even have electricity. Instead, he said that the threat
of HIV/AIDS demanded making a 'really loud noise, so as to
wake the whole village.' And that was what he had done,
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'We Will Win'

using the rndio (in local languages), public meetings and
speeches, alongside other measures including empowering
women.

The Senegalese experience srands as a textbook case of early
and consistent action to prevent a major HIV/AIDS
pandemic. Participants from Senegal detailed the
involvement of religious leaders (Moslem and Christian), the
early engagement of the military, the far-reaching public
education efforts, and other measures that have kept HIV
prevalence very low in that country. Senegalese took leading
roles in many breakout sessions and the Senegalese Prime
Minister, Moustapha Niasse, summarized this encouraging
experience on the final day of the Forum.

Innumerable civil society organizations testified from their
experience, that successful initiatives are possible and
effective at the grassroots. The challenge is to expand the
scale. Dr. Peter Piot emphasized that the struggle against
HIV/AiDS will be won family by family, community by
community, programme by programme, minisrry by ministry,
throughout Africa. There is no magic bullet, he said, instead
there is a collective responsibility that falls upon everyone.

ADF 2000 wimessed the corning together of an
unprecedented coalition against AIDS in Africa by youth,
civil society, people living with HIV/ AIDS, governments, and
intergovernmental organizations. Is this a true coalition, a
continent-wide mass social mobilization against HIV/AIDS?
Is it a true parmership across sectors, countries and
continents? Are we seeing the development of Africa's 'social
vaccine' against HIV/AIDS?

Time will tell, and in particular, the challenges laid down for
specific actions in the coming months will make it possible to

see the depth of commitment. ADF 2000 laid out a roadmap
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for the next year, in terms of demands to be made at
successive conferences and in terms of the participants at
those conferences.

The OAU Abuja Summit in April 200 1 will be an
opportunity for maimaining the tradition set by ADF 2000
for the full inclusion of youth, PLWHA and other
stakeholders\ in a high-level conference. The real ,md
symbolic value of this should not be underestimated: Africa is
on its way to devising prevention and care strategies at all
levels . community, national, subregional and continental.
But, as underlined by Dr. Peter Piot, 'summits should not
consume all our energies.' There is work to be done.

Let us give the final word to Mrs. Grac;a Machel:

'This confeTenl:e is a huge opponunitJ. Ut ItS use it to

its fuU ad"'(Jnta~ and make sure that ic does not

become another "talking shop", but that our people can
look back and say thac ADF 2000 was a turning point
in the struggle against AIDS in Africa. f plead with
you . political leadas, religiolls leaden, civil societJ
leaden, youth leaders as well as the international

firw.ndal institutions and dollOT countries and
mganitations gathered here . no more ficrioru. Do not

fool Africa any more. Ut 145 mol'e fOTU'arcL'
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